GENERAL:

This revision outlines changes that have occurred since the printing of your instruction manual. Use this information to correct your manual.

INSTRUCTION MANUALS AFFECTED:

68P81025E55-B ............ Micor Community Repeater 406–420 MHz and 450–512 MHz

68P81025E60-F ............. Micor Base & Repeater Stations Control and Applications

68P81031E95–A ............ Micor Community Repeater 851–866 MHz Tx, 806–821 MHz Rx


68P81036E40–C ............ Securenet Digital Voice Protection System–Micor Base and Repeater Stations, 132–174 MHz

68P81038E85–C ............ Micor Trunked Repeater 851–866 MHz Transmit, 806–821 MHz Receive

68P81077E20–O ............. Micor Securenet Capable Trunked Repeater 851–866 MHz Transmit, 806–821 MHz Receive

REVISION DETAILS:

The TRN6689A Squelch Gate Module described in instruction section 68P81015E33 or PEPS–27233 in the instruction manuals listed above, is replaced by the TRN6689B Squelch Gate Module described in attached instruction section 68P81030E08–B. The TRN6689B module is a direct replacement for the TRN6689A module.

The TRN6689B Squelch Gate Module also is a direct replacement for the TLN4662A Squelch Gate Module also described in the affected instruction manuals listed above.

ATTACHMENT:

TRN6689B%20Squelch%20Gate%20Module%20Instruction%20Section%2068P81030E08–B